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Plan of the 2 lectures on Dark Matter (theory):

•Lecture 1
• WIMP (Weakly Interacting Massive Particle) relic density
• Particle WIMP candidates: neutralino and others (hints)

•Lecture 2
• Direct and indirect detection of WIMPs
(experiments covered by Youngduk Kim’s lecture)   

N.B. I will not cover superWIMPS (gravitino, axino) which 
have interactions much below the weak scale 
Viable candidates, can solve the Dark Matter problem but 
invisible to DM searches and hard (sometimes impossible!)  
to detect at accelerators



The concordance model
(more on that in D. Chung’s lectures)



Evidence for Dark Matter

•Spiral galaxies
•rotation curves

•Clusters & Superclusters
•Weak gravitational lensing
•Strong gravitational lensing
•Galaxy velocities
•X rays

•Large scale structure
•Structure formation

•CMB anisotropy: WMAP
•Ωtot=1
•Ωdark energy~0.7
• Ωmatter~ 0.27
• Ωbaryons~0.05
• Ωvisible~0.005

Ωdark matter~ 0.22



Apart from being unable to drive galaxy 
formation (they decouple too late from 
photons, not enough time for 
gravitational instabilites to grow) 
baryons are too few in the Universe in 
order to explain the dark matter 
because of nucleosynthesis 

Observations Observations Observations Observations givegivegivegive 0.6 < h < 0.80.6 < h < 0.80.6 < h < 0.80.6 < h < 0.8

Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang nucleosynthesisnucleosynthesisnucleosynthesisnucleosynthesis (deuterium (deuterium (deuterium (deuterium 
abundanceabundanceabundanceabundance) and ) and ) and ) and cosmiccosmiccosmiccosmic microwavemicrowavemicrowavemicrowave
backgroundbackgroundbackgroundbackground (WMAP) (WMAP) (WMAP) (WMAP) determinedeterminedeterminedetermine baryonbaryonbaryonbaryon
contributioncontributioncontributioncontribution ΩΩΩΩBBBBhhhh2222 ≈≈≈≈ 0.023, so  0.023, so  0.023, so  0.023, so  ΩΩΩΩBBBB ≈≈≈≈ 0.040.040.040.04

ΩΩΩΩlumlumlumlum ≈≈≈≈ (4 (4 (4 (4 ±±±± 2) 2) 2) 2) . . . . 10101010----3  3  3  3  (stars, gas, dust) =>(stars, gas, dust) =>(stars, gas, dust) =>(stars, gas, dust) =>
baryonicbaryonicbaryonicbaryonic dark dark dark dark mattermattermattermatter has to has to has to has to existexistexistexist ((((maybemaybemaybemaybe
as as as as warmwarmwarmwarm intergalacticintergalacticintergalacticintergalactic gas?)gas?)gas?)gas?)

ButButButBut, , , , nownownownow wewewewe knowknowknowknow that that that that ΩΩΩΩMMMM >  0.2, so >  0.2, so >  0.2, so >  0.2, so theretheretherethere
has to has to has to has to existexistexistexist nonnonnonnon----baryonicbaryonicbaryonicbaryonic dark dark dark dark mattermattermattermatter

Fields & Sarkar, 2004
Lithium underabundant?



A lot of matter in the Universe is 
dark and non-baryonic



� stable (protected by a conserved 

quantum number)

� no charge, no colour (weakly 

interacting)

� cold, non dissipative

� relic abundance compatible to 

observation

� motivated by theory (vs. “ad hoc”)

The properties of a good Dark Matter candidate:

subdominant candidates – variety is common in Nature 

→may be easier to detect

*



The first place to look for a DM candidate…



Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs)
Particles with mass between a few GeV and a few TeV with 
cross sections of aproximately weak strength 

The idea was introduced 35 years ago for massive neutrinos.Now
neutrinos are ruled out, but there is no shortage of alternative
WIMPs!
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•Σmv<0.66 eV

(WMAP+LSS+SN)

•LEP: 

Nν=2.994±0.012

→ mν≥45 GeV

→ Ωνh
2 ≤ 10-3 

•DM searches 

exclude: 10 

GeV ≤ mν≤ 4.7 TeV

(similar constraints 

for sneutrinos and 

KK-neutrinos)

3 – 7 GeV

30 eV

mix with sterile component

(both for neutrinos and sneutrinos)does not work

Cowsik-McClelland

Lee-Weinberg



Lee-Weinberg limit: mν>few GeV

Cowsik-McClelland bound: mν< few eV

Limits on neutrino relic abundance date back to the 70s…



Pioneering work on direct DM searches @ Homestake mine in 
late ’80s:

few GeV<M<few TeV
excluded both for 
neutrinos ad sneutrinos

however, today the sneutrino is not 
completely dead (rescaling due to relic 
density not applied to the signal at the 
time, see later)*



Neutrinos don’t’s work also because they are hot dark 
matter (=relativistic at decoupling, erase density 
perturbation through free-streaming): 

(from Mark Tegmark home page)

density fraction of light 
neutrinos





Structure formation (i.e.: the very 

existence of galaxies) needs Cold 

Dark Matter and  Cold Dark Matter 

implies physics beyond the Standard 

Model (light neutrinos don’t work)



Two main guiding principles: 
1. simplicity

2. theoretical motivation

not always coinciding!

*

Have to go non-baryonic and 
beyond the Standard Model



A recent example of a “minimal extensions” of the SM
Cirelli et al, NPB753(2006)

•add to SM extra n-tuplets of SU(2)L with minimal spin, 

isospin and hypercharge and search for assignements that 

provide most of all of the following properties:

•lightest particle stable, no strong interactions,

•only 1 parameter free: M

•QC induce mass splitting ∆M, the lightest χ is neutral

•DM candidate not excluded by DM searches 

NB: in the SM the proton does not decay simply because decay 

modes consistent with renormalizability do not exist (accidental 

B-L symmetry)
Minimal DM can be stable for the same reason. 

The trick: choose n sufficiently high



n≥5 for fermions n≥7 for scalars M is the only free parameter

fixed by relic abundance!

also direct detection is fixed

more candidates if stabilization 

mechanism added

[Cirelli et al, NPB753(2006)]



Note that DM candidates with the same quantum 

numbers of the previous table already exist in 

different contexts:

•scalar triplets in little Higgs models

•inert Higgs + Z2 symmetry

•fermion or scalar triplet in see-saw models

•KK excitations of lepton doublets or of Higgses in 

extradimensions

•Higgsinos, sneutrinos, Winos in Supersymmetry

the above candidates are stable because of some 

symmetry

many free parameters with variable interaction rates

motivations from particle physics building



First attempts to explain Dark Matter with superparticles in the early ’80…
•“Massive photinos: unstable and interesting”,N. Cabibbo, G. 
R. Farrar, L. Maiani, PLB105(1981)155
•“Supersymmetry, Cosmology and New Physics at the 
Teraelectronvolt energies”, H. Pagels and J. R. Primack, 
PRL48(1981) 223
•“Cosmological Constraint on the Scale of Supersymmetry
breaking”, S. Weinberg, PRL48(1982) 1303
•“Inflation can save the gravitino”, J. Ellis, A. D. Linde and D.V. 
Nanopoulos, PLB118(1982)59
•“Constraints on the photino mass from Cosmology”, H. 
Goldberg, PRL50(1983) 1419
•“The scalar neutrinos as the Lightest Supersymmetric
Particles and Cosmology” L. E. Ibañez, PLB137(1984) 160
•“Supersymmetric Relics from the Big Bang”, J. Ellis, J. S. 
Hagelin, D. V. Nanopoulos, K. Olive, M. Srednicki, 
NPB238(1984) 453
•…and many others following



…acronym “WIMP” eventually coined in mid ‘80



Kolb, Turner, The Early Universe

page 310





Why are WIMPs so popular?



The standard lore:
• the Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation (CMBR) is the 
remnant of the hot plasma that dominated the energy density 
in the early Universe
• from the measured temperature of the CMBR (T0=2.7 K) we 
know the CMBR density today (ργ,0~ 422 photons cm-3)
• Weak interactions kept WIMPs in thermal equilibrium with 
those photons  in the early Universe (THERMAL RELICS)
• working out the decoupling between WIMPs and the plasma 
we can calculate the WIMP density normalizing it to ργ,0 ~ 422 
photons cm-3
•since WIMPs are COLD, they were non relativistic at 
decoupling, so their equilibrium density was exponentially 
suppressed compared to photons
• however, after decoupling (freeze-out) WIMPs density in a 
comoving volume stayed almost the same, while photons were 
deluted and redshifted away so that now they contribute 
Ωγ~10-3



Thermal equilibrium simplifies things!

nowT>>MWIMP
Decoupling:
T<<MWIMP

nχ~nγ
nχ,f<<nγ,f
(exponential 
suppression, nχ,f~e-M/T)

nχ,now~nχ,f
nγ,now<<nγ,f

CMB

Decoupling is the key

normalize WIMP density to CMB



the thermal cosmological density of a WIMP X

ΩXh2 ~ 1/<σannv>int

<σannv>int=∫<σannv>dx
xf

x0

xf=M/Tf

x0=M/T0

Tf=freeze-out temperature

T0=present (CMB) temperature

Xf>>1, X non relativistic at decoupling, low temp expansion for 
<σannv>: <σannv>~a+b/x

if σann is given by weak-type interactions → ΩX~0.1-1

…+ cohannihilations with other particle(s)

close in mass + resonant annihilations



WIMP Boltzmann equations 

Liouville operator Collisional operator

phase-space density
depends on E only
(in FWR model spatially 
homogeneous and 
isotropic) 

WIMP number density



Liouville operator

proper time

action for free particle

(background-force 
term  from 
geodesic equation)

momentum
background 
force

affine connection



Dependence on gravitational background  through affine 
connection

RW metric

only non-zero terms:



Integration over phase-space of Liouville operator:

comoving density

entropy density

iso-entropic expansion

cosmological dilution



Collisional operator a

2b

1

a,b=WIMP
1,2=SM (light) particles

SM particles assumed in thermal equilibrium

detailed balance

thermally averaged annihilation cross section:



Boltzmann’s equation

(Lee-Weinberg)

(t→x tranformation through iso-entropic expansion:

)



Y=Yeq

Yeq=0

xf ~20 (from numerical calculation)

approx solution when x>xf:

now separable and trivial to solve:

[Riccati equation, no closed-form solutions –
can feed to computer]



Joining the pieces together: the WIMP relic abundance

today’s entropy

critical density

freeze-out temperature

# of degrees of freedom

m = WIMP mass

Y0 :  from Boltzmann equation



N.B. Very different scales conjure up to lead to the weak scale!

CMB temp.

Hubble par.

Planck scale

the WIMP “miracle”



on dimensional grounds:

WIMP are non relativistic, so typically (m=WIMP mass):

X
f

f
_

WIMP

WIMP

(cfr.: for a relativistic particle)

if m → 0   Ω → ∞
⇒ cosmological lower bound on m
(Lee-Weinberg limit and alike)



Dark Matter can be naturally related to New 
Physics at the TeV scale



Hierarchy problem:

radiative corrections to the Higgs boson of the Standard 
Model → loop of the type:

for a Higgs of momentum K. Quadratically divergent for large P 
independently of K: δmH

2~λ2, where λ is the scale beyond which 
the low-energy theory no longer applies (λ=cut-off of the SM)

N.B.: technically, not SM’s business  - the quadratic 
divergence is independent on the momentum of the Higgs 
and may be subtracted off  
However the problem arises when embedding the SM in a 
more general theory: in this case δmH

2 ~a λ2 is cancelled by 
new contribution δm’H2 ~-b λ2 in such a way that (a-b) λ2~TeV 
scale – a huge cancellation unless λ~TeV itself

Higgs mass expected to be below a few TeV (on general 
grounds, perturbativity of the theory)



new physics at the TeV scale is cool because it kills 
two birds with one stone: 

1. solves the hierarchy problem  
2. explains the Dark Matter

The bottom line



WIMP signal: missing energy+new particles produced in pairs



Never run short of candidates…
What WIMP? 



(Incomplete) List of DM candidates

•Neutrinos

•Axions

•Lightest Supersymmetric

particle (LSP) – neutralino, 

sneutrino, axino

•Lighest Kaluza-Klein 

Particle (LKP) 

•Heavy photon in Little 

Higgs Models

•Solitons (Q-balls, B-balls)

• Black Hole remnants

•Hidden-sector tecnipions

•…



most popular thermal WIMP candidates from particle 

physics (solve hierarchy problem: MW/MPl~ 10
-16)

•susy

conserved 

symmetry
DM 

candidate

R-parity

K-parity

T-parity

χ (neutralino) 

•extra dimensions

•little Higgs

B(1)(KK photon)

BH (heavy photon)

all thermal candidates, massive, with weak-type 

interactions (WIMPs)

*

most popular candidate



SUSY is the most popular candidate. In fact:

!



• suggested by string theory
• renormalizable
• solves the hierarchy problem (why mW<<mplanck)
• compatible to GUT unification of gauge couplings
• provides a DM candidate (if R-parity is introduced to 
prevent nucleon decay so that the LSP is stable)

actually, physicists have found many “problems” susy can solve…

experimentally SM works surprisingly fine after all 
so sometimes you can hear people saying that 
“Supersymmetry is a solution in search of a problem”

from Cosmology, not particle physics!

(more details in H. Murayama’s lectures)



N.B. R-parity conservation is crucial → otherwise the Lightest 
Super Partner would decay!

most straightforward susy generalization of SM leads to the 
minimal (MSSM) superpotential:

higgs mixing (at 
least 2 Higgs 
doublets required)Yukawa couplings

electron 
mass

d-type quark 
mass

u-type quark 
mass

•in the SM accidental conservation of B and L
• the only scalar (Higgs) has no color – no lepton number →
Yukawa couplings conserve L and B
• in SUSY many scalar hadrons and leptons (squaks and 
sleptons) → dangerous B- and L- violating Yukawa couplings!



L and H1 have 
the same  
gauge quantum 
numbers!

take SM Yukawa
coupling and 
make the 
substitutions 
L→H1, H1→L

(then add the same “singlet”
combination of the neutron)

an easy recipe of how to violate L & B at the tree level in susy:



•L and B violation at the tree lavel dangerous for proton 
decay
•when all dangerous Yukawa terms are removed the 
theory acquires a new symmetry, R parity:

R = (-1)2j+3B+L

(j=spin, B=baryon number, L=lepton number)

two main consequences of R parity conservation:
1. susy particles are created in pairs
2. the lightest susy particle (LSP) is stable and can 

be a Dark Matter candidate

by wich SM particles have R=1 and SUSY partners have 
R=-1

N.B. direct constraints on R parity violating couplings are orders 
of magnitude larger than those required to allow stability of the 
LSP on a cosmological time scale (i.e. R-parity is useful and 
elegant but not garanteed); accelerators probe lifetime~10-8 s
however, can arise as an automatic symmetry in SO(10) GUT





GUT unification of gauge 

couplings





the sneutrino

[Arina, Fornengo, JHEP0711(2007)029



[Arina, Fornengo, JHEP0711(2007)029

the sneutrino

allowed due to 
rescaling



rescalingrescaling

local density of WIMPS

local density of matter as 

measured gravitationally 

(i.e.:total)

fraction of DM due to 

WIMPS

when the calculated relic density                      is below the 

minimum value compatible to observation                      one has 

ξ<1. Rescaling recipe:

(WMAP)



[Arina, Fornengo, JHEP0711(2007)029

mixing with a right-handed component makes thing easier



mixing with a right-handed component makes thing easier

•low see-saw scale M=1 TeV needed
•inelastic scattering in direct detection!

[Arina, Fornengo, JHEP0711(2007)029

relic abundance direct detection

Z



The neutralinoThe neutralino
�The neutralino is defined as the lowest-mass 

linear superposition of bino B, wino W(3) and the 

two higgsino states H1
0, H2

0 :

0

21

0

11

)3(

21

~~~~
HaHaWaBa +++≡χ

� neutral, colourless, only weak-type interactions

� stable if R-parity is conserved, thermal relic

� non relativistic at decoupling → Cold Dark Matter 

(required by CMB data + structure formation 

models)

� relic density can be compatible with cosmological

observations: 0.095 ≤ Ωχh
2 ≤ 0.131

→IDEAL CANDIDATE FOR COLD DARK MATTER

~ ~
~ ~

3 4





<σannv>~a+b/x:
a≠0 : “s-wave” annihilator
a=0 : “p-wave” annihilator

ranges of σann that 

can provide the 

correct thermal relic 

density

neutralino

BH

neutralino=Majorana→ s-wave suppression (mf/Mw)
2 for χχ→ff

B(1)

…+ cohannihilations with other particle(s)

close in mass + resonant annihilations



Caveat: non-standard cosmological scenarios may change 

the usual picture!

•low reheating temperature
[Fornengo, Riotto, Scopel, PRD67,023514; Gelmini, Gondolo, 

PRD74,023510]

•different expansion history (kination)
[Kamionkowski, Turner, PRD42,3310; Salati, PLB571,121]

Gelmini, Gondolo

•inflaton φ reheats the Universe 

with TRH<Tf
•n=η (mφ/100 TeV) DM particles 

per φ decay are produced

•as long as ΩX
standard>10-5 (100 

GeV/mX) appropriate choice of 
TRH and η provides the correct 
relic density





SUGRA

(a.k.a. CMSSM)

focus point

[Feng, Machev, Moroi, Wilczek]

stau coannihilation Higgs funnel

[Ellis, Olive, Santoso, Spanos]

•only few regions cosmologically allowed

•variants (e.g. non-universality of soft masses 

at the GUT scale or lower unification scale) 

that increase Higgsino content of the 

neutralino→ lower relic abundance and higher 

signals



anyway, in general in SUGRA 
neutralino density tends to be too 

large
is the WIMP “miracle” failing ?



Many contributions to neutralino annihilation…



…but two main classes:

• fermion diagrams: mf/MW
helicity suppression due to 
Majorana nature of neutralino
⇒ see next slide

• Gauge boson diagrams: 
suppressed if neutralino~Bino
(this is usually the case when 
Radiative ElectroWeak
Symmetry Breaking is 
implemented, |μ|>>M1,M2)



mf/MW suppression of Majorana particles s-wave annihilation 
to fermions – a detailed explanation

1. intrinsic parity of Majorana particles is purely imaginary (± i) 

so in s-wave CP(χχ)=-1 and when v→0 only non vanishing 
currents are χΓχ f Γ f with Γ=γ5, γ

μ γ5 (pseudoscalar

and axial coupling)

2. when v→0 the two annihilating Majorana particles need to 
have opposite spins  due to Fermi blocking (χ= χc) so 
outgoing fermions have same helicities

3. however in the limit mf→0 helicity flip required in outgoing 
fermions (  fL(R) γ5 fL(R) = fL(R) γ

μ γ5 fL(R) =0)

χ

χ

f

f
_ ⇒ ⇒

⇒

⇒

χ χ

f

f

suppression of annihilation cross section & dominance of 
heavier kinematically allowed final state fermion (b,τ)



Examples of less constrained 
SUSY scenarios



The Next-to-Minimal MSSM (NMSSM)

solves the µ problem, i.e. why µ~MEW

superpotential:

Higgs soft terms in the NMSSM:

NMSSM particle content: MSSM+ 
2 Higgs (CP-even, CP-odd)

1 neutralino dof

The lightest neutralino:

CP-even Higgs:





Effective MSSM: effective model at the EW scale with a few 

MSSM parameters which set the most relevant scales

• M1 U(1) gaugino soft 

breaking term

• M2 SU(2) gaugino soft 

breaking term

• µ Higgs mixing mass 

parameter

• tan β ratio of two Higgs 

v.e.v.’s

• mA  mass of CP odd neutral 

Higgs boson (the extended 

Higgs sector of MSSM 

includes also the neutral 

scalars h, H, and the 

charged scalars H±)

• mq soft mass common 

to all squarks

• ml soft mass common 

to all sleptons

• A common 

dimensionless trilinear 

parameter for the 

third family (Ab = At ≡

Amq; Aτ ≡ Aml)

• R ≡ M1/M2

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

SUGRA→R=0.5



Can the neutralino be            ?



Cosmological lower bound on Cosmological lower bound on mmχχ (low (low mmAA))

upper bound on 

ΩCDMh
2

scatter plot: 

full calculation

curve: analytical 

approximation for

minimal ΩCDMh
2 

A. Bottino, F. Donato, N. Fornengo, S. Scopel, Phys. Rev. D 68, 043506 (2003)

constraint “à la Lee-Weinberg”



Cosmological lower bound on Cosmological lower bound on mmχχ ((mmA A > 200 GeV> 200 GeV))

upper bound on 

ΩCDMh
2

scatter plot: 

full calculation

curve: analytical 

approximation for

minimal ΩCDMh
2 

A. Bottino, F. Donato, N. Fornengo, S. Scopel, Phys. Rev. D 68, 043506 (2003)

constraint “à la Lee-Weinberg”



mA<200 GeV

˜
mA>200 GeV

τ exchange



The bottom line: the cosmological lower bound 

on mχ depends on the value of mA:

�mχ > 7 GeV for light mA

�mχ > 22 GeV for heavy mA

(ΩCDMh
2)max = 0.131

(ΩCDMh
2)max = 0.3



Conclusions / part 1Conclusions / part 1

•the WIMP “miracle”: combination of physical scales in 
a range of 60 orders of magnitude points to DM at the 
TeV scale → same cut-off expected in the SM
•can be realized in different well-motivated scenarios 
(KK photon in UED, Heavy photon in Little Higgs, 
sneutrino and neutralino in SUSY)+”Minimal”
extensions of SM
• neutralino in susy is the most popular! Today 
available in different flavours: SUGRA, nuSUGRA, sub-
GUT, Mirage mediation, NMSSM, effMSSM (light 
neutralinos), CPV,…
•neutralinos can be light

…to be continued


